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ALGEBRAIC APPROACH  
TO THE ANALYSIS OF LEGAL DOCUMENTS
Oleksandr Letychevskyi, Volodymyr Peschanenko, Maksym Poltorackiy

У даному дослідженні розглядаються проблеми аналізу статей законодавства та їх відповідності правовим документам. Ми 
пропонуємо використання алгебраїчного підходу для формальної верифікації юридичних текстів, які представляються у ви-
гляді специфікації алгебри поведінки. Наявність формального представлення юридичних текстів дозволяє застосовувати алге-
браїчні методи, такі як символічне моделювання, автоматичне доведення тверджень і алгебраїчне зіставлення. Підхід реалізо-
вано для україномовних правових документів для виявлення невідповідності, неповноти та підтвердження відповідності. Було 
здійснено аналіз законодавчих актів для Податкового кодексу і наведено приклади невідповідності деяких тверджень. Прове-
дено ще один експеримент для перевірки відповідності судових актів, договорів, ліцензій, нових законів, актів про оподатку-
вання статтям законодавства з використанням методів алгебраїчного зіставлення. Формалізація юридичних документів, таких 
як судові рішення, має здійснюватися повністю автоматично, а існуюча база даних із такими документами має забезпечувати 
можливість використання технологій big data та машинного навчання. У цьому дослідженні ми розглядаємо використання 
алгебраїчного підходу в аналізі законодавчих вимог і правових документів у межах системи інсерційного моделювання. Пред-
метом дослідження є створені законодавчою владою закони та юридичні документи, такі як судові рішення, угоди, ліцензії та 
судові справи. Проблемою, яка розглядається, є аналіз нормативно-правових документів на відповідність закону та аналіз ста-
тей закону, перевірка на невідповідності, неповноту та інші властивості. У цій роботі ми детально розглядаємо кожен елемент 
технології, описуємо методику та результати експериментів.

Ключові слова: інтелектуальний аналіз юридичного тексту, алгебра поведінки, символьне моделювання, формалізація, 
алгебраїчне зіставлення, неповнота

In this study, problems regarding the analysis of law articles and their conformance to legal documents are considered. The algebraic 
approach is used for the formal verification of legal texts that is presented as specification of behavior algebra. Having a formal presen-
tation of legal texts allows for the application of algebraic methods, such as symbolic modeling, automatic proving of statements and 
algebraic matching. The approach was implemented for Ukrainian-language legal documents to detect inconsistency, incompleteness, and 
prove conformance. The analysis of legal texts has been implemented for Tax code and examples of inconsistency of some statements 
were demonstrated in the paper. Another experiment has been performed for checking of conformance of court statements, agreements, 
licenses, new laws, taxation acts to the articles of law with usage of methods of algebraic matching. The formalization of legal documents, 
like court verdicts, shall be implemented fully automatically, and the existing database with such documents shall provide the possibility 
to use big data technologies and machine learning. In this study, we consider the use of the algebraic approach in the analysis of legal 
requirements and law artifacts within the scope of the Insertion Modeling System (IMS). The subject of this research is the laws created 
by the legislature and the artifacts of legal activity, such as lawsuit decisions, agreements, licenses, and juridical cases. The problem to be 
considered is the analysis of legal documents for conformance with the law and the analysis of the law’s articles, checking for inconsisten-
cies, incompleteness, and other interested properties. In this paper, we consider every element of the technology in detail, and we describe 
the methods and results of the experiments.  

Keywords: legal text mining, behavior algebra, symbolic modeling, formalization, algebraic matching, incompleteness

Introduction
There are many problems regarding legal knowledge processing, such as the analysis of legal documents for 

their conformance to the law and the analysis of the law itself. These problems face many difficulties, such as the min-
ing of knowledge from natural text, the formal presentation of legal requirements, and the formal methods used for 
processing.

All such analyses can be implemented using algebraic methods. However, with these methods, the following 
problems arise: 1) How do we extract the formal presentation from the natural text that presents juridical artifacts, 2) 
How do we formalize the articles of law, and 3) How do we match the juridical cases with articles of law? 

We consider the technology, which includes the IMS and front-end subsystems, for the processing of external 
data, as it consists of two parts. The first part involves the automatic extraction of the structure and the necessary data 
from the artifacts. The second part is the use of formal methods for analysis. Our contribution to this technology is the 
creation of the formal methods of legal information analysis and the presentation of knowledge in algebraic specifica-
tions that are input into formal methods.

The scheme below shows the total scheme for legal document processing.
The above figure considers two different activities: the formalization and analysis of the law and the 

check for conformity of legal artifacts with rules of the law. The articles of law present a set of textual statements 
that shall be translated into suitable specifications, especially algebraic specifications, for further processing.

The formalization of the law is a manual or semi-manual process and is more time-consuming. It demands 
the cooperation of legal experts and mathematicians, and the results are the specifications of algebraic behavior 
notations. The analysis of the specifications involves the use of a deductive system and different solvers. It ends 
with the verdict, which includes the issues and findings regarding inconsistencies in the law or non-deterministic 
situations and incompleteness that define the gap in the texts of the law.
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mining of knowledge from natural text, the formal presentation of legal requirements, and the formal methods used for 
processing. 

All such analyses can be implemented using algebraic methods. However, with these methods, the following 
problems arise: 1) How do we extract the formal presentation from the natural text that presents juridical artifacts, 2) 
How do we formalize the articles of law, and 3) How do we match the juridical cases with articles of law?  

We consider the technology, which includes the IMS and front-end subsystems, for the processing of external 
data, as it consists of two parts. The first part involves the automatic extraction of the structure and the necessary data 
from the artifacts. The second part is the use of formal methods for analysis. Our contribution to this technology is the 
creation of the formal methods of legal information analysis and the presentation of knowledge in algebraic 
specifications that are input into formal methods. 

The scheme below shows the total scheme for legal document processing. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Processing and analysis of legal documents (NT—natural test, AS—algebraic specifications) 
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Figure 1. Processing and analysis of legal documents (NT—natural test, AS—algebraic specifications)

The other activity, checking for correspondence of lawsuit artifacts pertaining to the law, anticipates the 
automatic transformation of artifacts into algebraic specifications and matches the specifications with formalized 
law. The result is a verdict that defines the issues. One example of this is the matching of trial decisions with the 
law to obtain evidence to prove or refute said decisions. 

Related Works
During the last decade, the concept of an open data search engine has been developed. One such system is 

Openlaws.eu [2], where developers created a platform for the acquisition of a great array of legal knowledge, which 
provides users with the opportunity to deal with different types of regulatory and legal documents. It is necessary to 
mention the attempts to present the legal knowledge as XML models, as this provides the usage of the XQuery request 
language [3] for resolving the problem of data processing. There are a number of special XML standards that are used, 
such as LexDania (Denmark) [4], CHLexML (Swiss) [5], eLaw (Austria) [6], and SDU BWB (Netherlands) [7]. MET-
ALex [8] is the open standard for the markup of legal documents.

The ontologies are the most popular kind of knowledge presentation for the modeling of different subject do-
mains. The following are the popular ontologies used in the modeling of legal documents: FOLaw [9], LRI-Core [10], 
DOLCE + CLO [11], LKIF-Core [12], and UFO-L [13].

However, there are a number of different formal methods used in the analysis of legal texts on the basis 
of ontology. One of the attempts at automated model creation in OWL format is presented in [14]. The OWL-file 
presents the ontology, and usage of the OWL format provides the possibility to apply reasoning methods like Pel-
let [15]. The presentation of legal knowledge in the formal language SWRL [16], which is given as a set of Horn 
clauses, provides the usage of logical reasoning.

The UML language and its extension, OCL, is one of the tools for modeling and verifying legal docu-
ments [17]. It provides the detection of incompleteness in legal documents, and for these purposes, a special OCL 
solver [18] is needed.

Deontic logic [19] defines the elements of formalization via the terms “permissions” and “obligations” 
and defines some calculus over it. The only difference from logical programming in the proposed implementa-
tion of deontic reasoning is the use of fuzzy categories. The problem of using information technology for legal 
regulation is not new for the European Union (EU), so there are legal policy modeling systems in the EU like 
EUROMOD [20], POLIMOD [21], and Shyster [22].

The systems described above, to some extent, solve the problem of modelling regulations, but it should 
be noted that these approaches cannot effectively solve the problem of verifying the logical consistency of the 
legal framework. The XML presentation and ontologies are good enough for the search activity and exchange of 
legal data. The formal methods are used for proving static statements and do not take into account the behavior of 
agents for proving dynamic properties. Therefore, it is necessary to use more powerful technology with advanced 
reasoning and algebraic approaches. 

Presentation of Legal Knowledge as Algebraic Specifications
The theory of agents and environmental interactions forms the base for the formalization of legal knowledge. 

This theory was introduced by David Gilbert and Alexander Letichevsky in [23]. 
Agents are entities that can change their state. They consist of two components: an informational component 

that defines the state of the agent and is presented by a set of the agents’ attributes, and a behavioral component that 
presents a set of all possible scenarios of behavior when the changing of an agent’s states is possible. 

The functioning and interaction of agents are performed through the environment. The agents that interact in 
some environments are the agents inserted into the environment. The theory that studies the behavior of agents and 
environments is the insertion modeling theory. The environment is an entity that is similar to the agents, and it also has 
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the attributes and possible behaviors of the agents. The information about the agents is accessible to the environment; 
however, the agent has no information about the other agents, and they interact via messages or shared memory in the 
environment.

Considering the legal entities that interact within the scope of some juridical activities, we can define agents 
as state institutions, private persons, economic subjects, companies, and taxation offices. Their interaction, in some 
environments, is defined by the law in the scope of some agreement or lawsuit.

Every agent can be formalized as an entity with a set of attributes that define its state. For example, the subject 
of some agreements has an attribute that defines their financial activity and tax payment. Its behavior shall be in com-
pliance with the set of rules that are defined by law.

On the other hand, the rules that define the behavior of the interacting agents are a formalized set of formal 
descriptions in the language of behavior algebra.

Within the scope of the insertion modeling method, behavior algebra was introduced by D. Gilbert and A. 
Letichevsky in 1997 [24]. Behavior algebra is a two-sorted universal algebra. The main sort is a set of behaviors, 
and the second sort is a set of actions. The algebra has two operations, three terminal constants, and approxima-
tion relations. The operations are the prefixing a.u (where a is an action and u is a behavior) and non-deterministic 
choice behaviors u + v (associative, commutative, and idempotent operations on the set of behaviors). The ter-
minal constants are successful termination ∆, deadlock 0, and unknown behavior ⊥. The approximation relation 
⊑ is a partial order on the set of behaviors with minimal element ⊥. Examples of behavior expressions include 
the following:

 
 

These imply that behavior, B0, could be interpreted as a sequence of actions a1, a2, and behavior B1, or as 
action a3 followed by behavior B2. Behavior B1 will finish the possible scenario after action a4.

Behavior algebra is also enriched by two operations: the parallel (||) and sequential (;) compositions of 
behaviors.

Furthermore, behavior algebra expressions can be presented in graphical form. The formalization lan-
guage is called UCM (Use Case Maps), and it is standardized as part of URN (User Requirements Notation) upon 
ITU-T recommendation (Z.151) [25], which provides a scenario-based approach to requirements specification. 
Examples of UCM specifications are given in Fig. 2.

An agent changes its state under some conditions formed by the values of attributes. Every agent’s 
action defines a triple:  where P is a precondition of the action presented as a formula in some 
basic logic language, S is a postcondition, and A is a process that visualizes an agent’s transition. As a basic 
logical language, we consider a set of formulas of first-order logic over polynomial arithmetic. For differ-
ent subject domains, other theories can be used in formulas, for example, the theory of enumerated types, 
bitwise algebra, the theory of lists and queues, and the theory of sets. As a whole, the semantics of an action 
means that an agent could change its state if the precondition is true, and the state will change correspond-
ingly to the postcondition, which is also a formula of the basic language. The postcondition can also contain 
an assignment statement. The process of action depends on the subject domain and illustrates the sequence 
of the action application.

Insertion Modeling System
The insertion modeling system is intended for the creation of models in terms of behavior algebra and runs the 

application (fig..2) that realizes the formal methods over behavior algebra specifications.
To define an agent in an environment, we need to define its type—that is, how it is formed by a set of at-

tributes. The input of the agent’s attributes is implemented via the client program (Fig. 2).
We can also input the initial environment formula or the initial values of attributes, such as axioms, over the 

attributes. The action that contains the precondition, process component, and postcondition can be input as the MSC 
(Message Sequence Chart) diagram.

The behavior of the agent can be presented as the formula in the behavior algebra specifications or as the UCM 
specifications. 

Formal methods of verification in IMS anticipate the checking of the properties of the system. The properties 
could be classic, such as the absence of deadlocks and non-determinisms, or subject-domain-specific defined safety or 
liveness conditions. We can prove the reachability of demanded properties by using the symbolic modeling of behavior 
algebra expressions and actions application developed within the scope of IMS. 

Forward symbolic modeling is a form of scenario generation from the initial state of a behavior algebra model 
to the sought-for property. 

Backward symbolic modeling is a form of trace model scenario generation from a sought-for property 
given as a formula of an agent state to an initial state of algebraic behavior. Such a method is good for detecting 
a safety violation state. If we start from a safety violation state and traverse it, it will lead us to deadlocks; this 
property then becomes unreachable. Scenario generation can be performed with the given coverage for selected 
agents or with certain conditions.
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Algebraic matching is intended for checking for compliance of the given pattern to the model. It uses the for-
mal methods of resolving the behavior equations, rewriting techniques, and proving that the local properties use the 
invariants generation.

Usually, when proving or analyzing the properties of the traversal of the possible states, the model can face 
combinatorial explosion. To overcome this issue, IMS uses methods of approximation, abstract interpretation, slicing, 
and some heuristic algorithms.

In IMS, some properties can be proved statically. It can be performed with the different solving/proving 
machines that were developed in the scope of IMS, or with the third-party tools like Microsoft Z3 solving machines, 
CVC4, and other modern systems.

Formalization of the Tax Code
We consider the version of the tax code of Ukraine and its formalization in the behavior algebra specifications 

[26]. First, we define the types of agents that interact with one another. One of these types is Individual, which has a 
set of attributes that can define individuals as taxpayers. 

Presenting the attributes, we can define the statement when an individual will be a taxpayer, which corresponds 
to Article 180 of the tax code of Ukraine.

“Article 180. Taxpayers
180.1. For tax purposes, the taxpayer shall be:
1) any person carrying out or intending to carry out economic activity and registered as a taxpayer at own 

voluntary discretion according to the procedure stipulated by Article 183 hereof;
2) any person registered or subject to registration as a taxpayer;
3) any person importing goods into the customs territory of Ukraine in taxable amounts and charged with the 

payment of taxes in case of transfer of goods across the customs border of Ukraine according to the Customs Code of 
Ukraine” [27].

We created the statements, or axioms, that correspond to every item of Article 180.1 that can be defined in 
IMS, as shown below:

                                                                               
 is the predicate that has as parameter, the agent name, and defines agent x as a taxpayer if it is 

true. The axiom will be presented as follows:

 
The first axiom is defined by the attribute of agent x, which has an enumerated type consisting of the constant 

INTEND, and CARRY_OUT, and others that define the activity status in the articles and type of registration, which also 
has an enumerated type.

In the process of formalization, we can find discrepancies in the law. For example, the first axiom can provide 
two different cases of understanding:
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CASE 1: (x.activityStatus == INTEND || x.activityStatus == CARRY_OUT) &&(x.registration == TAX_
PAYER_183)

CASE 2: x.activityStatus == INTEND || (x.activityStatus == CARRY_OUT && x.registration == TAX_PAY-
ER_183) 

Here, they differ by the location of the brackets and provide different content. This means that if someone 
intends to carry out economic activity, then they are already a taxpayer; however, this is nonsense. The axioms for the 
article 180.1.2 and 180.1.3 are presented as follows:

Axiom_2(x) ⬄ x.registration == TAX_PAYER || REGISTRATION_SUBJECT(x)
Axiom_3(x) ⬄ x.improting == true && x.importAmount >= TAXABLE_AMOUNT && x.taxRole == 

CHARGED(x)
Similarly, these axioms are defined by the predicates REGISTRATION_SUBJECT(x) and CHARGED(x), which 

can be defined by the other axioms and by the Boolean attribute importing.
The consequence from the axiom is as if someone is not charged with a payment of taxes; however, if they are 

importing, then they are not a taxpayer, and this is nonsense. On the other hand, an individual will always be charged 
for tax payment when importing, so this phrase on charging is redundant.

Such discrepancies entail an ambiguous understanding, and if there are no explanations in the legal documents 
or precedents, then it is inconsistent or non-determined, which can be the source of trial error. 

The articles in the tax code can be considered as static articles that define the relations between an agent’s attri-
butes and dynamics, which define the behavior of the agent when it changes its state or set of attributes. Corresponding-
ly, the static articles are formalized as axioms, and the dynamic articles presenting behavior are formalized as actions.

Let’s consider the articles that define the rules of an agent’s behavior and present them as the actions in behav-
ior algebra specifications.

“Article 181. The requirements for registration of taxpayers
181.1. Should the aggregate amount of transactions for supply of goods/services subject to taxation according to this 

section, including without limitations those using local or global computer network, accrued (paid) to the person within the 
past 12 calendar months exceed UAH 1000,000, the said person shall be registered as a taxpayer at the regulatory authority 
at their location (place of residence) in compliance with the requirements stipulated by Article 183 hereof, except for single 
tax payers”[27].

BP181_1 = (Forall(i:int) ((0 <= i <= 11 => x.sumService(timeActual - 11 + i, timeActual) >= limitVAT && 
x.singleTaxGroup == DOES_NOT) -> “181.1” x.timeVATstart = timeActual; x.registrationVAT.necessity = true)

In the action, we used the construction Forall for the presentation of the sum of i-elements. The attri-
bute x.sumService is a parametrized (functional) attribute that presents the “amount of transactions for supply 
of goods/services subject to taxation according to this section, including without limitations those using local 
or global computer network”. The other attributes can express other transactions. The attribute depends on the 
parameters that define the start month of the transaction and the end month. The attribute limitVAT is a constant 
that defines 1,000,000 UAH. This is a dynamic action that defines the change of the agent’s state, especially if 
it changes the predicate registrationVAT.necessity to true; in this case, in the first month, the VAT shall be regis-
tered. The attribute x.singleTaxGroup shows that the individual is not a single taxpayer.

The action has the precondition that defines whether it can be true or not; then, action is possible and the post-
condition can change the state of the agent. Furthermore, another example of action that presents the article in a formal 
way is shown as follows:

“Article 184. Taxpayer registration annulment
184.1. Taxpayer registration is valid until annulment thereof by way of removal from the Register of Taxpayers 

and shall take place in cases as follows:
a) any person registered as a taxpayer within the past 12 months has submitted an application for registration 

annulment if the total cost of goods/services subject to taxation supplied by the person within the past 12 calendar 
months is below the amount specified in Article 181 hereof, provided that the amount of tax liabilities is paid in cases 
specified in this section”[27].

BP184_1_a = (
VAT_CANCELATION_CONDITION_a -> (“VAT registrarion cancelation”) (x.registration.status := DOES_

NOT)),
The axiom VAT_CANCELATION_CONDITION_a is defined in the corresponding section of the description of 

the environment via the client program.
(VAT_CANCELATION_CONDITION_a ⬄
timaActual > x.timeVATperiod + 12 &&
SumService(timeActual,timeActual - 12) < limitVAT)
The behavior of the agents defines the rules of engagement and can be expressed in an algebraic form, espe-

cially by the system of behavioral equations. Let us consider the behavior that belongs to the registration of the agents 
as a payer of VAT:

B0 = BP_TIME || BP_REGISTRATION || BP_SALES,
BP_TIME = BP_NEXT_TIME.BP_TIME + BP_TERMINATION,
BP_REGISTRATION = BP_181_1.B1_NEC + BP182_1.B1_VOL,
B1_NEC = BP183_1.B2_NEC,
B2_NEC = BP183_8.BP_TERIMNATION,
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B3_NEC = BP183_9_DATE3.B2,
B1_VOL = BP183_1.BP183_5.B2_VOL + BP183_1.B2_VOL,
B2_VOL = BP183_8.B_TERMINATION + BP183_9.B3_VOL,
B3_VOL = BP183_9_DATE1.B2 + BP183_9_DATE2.B2,
B2 = BP183_15.B3,
B3 = BP184_1.B4,
B4=BP184_1_A.BP_TERMINATION + BP184_1_G.BP_TERMINATION + 
BP184_1_OTHER.BP_TERMINATION + 184_3.B2,
BP_SALES = BP_SALES_1.BP_SALES + BP_TERMINATION
The total behavior defines three parallel behaviors. The BP_TIME is the behavior of the environment that 

defines general things like time or external actions. The BP_SALES is the activity of the agent, a taxpayer, as he buys 
and sells goods or services. Finally, the BP_REGISTRATION defines the rules of the agent’s registration as a VAT 
payer. The agent should or might change their VAT payment status if some conditions are reachable. The alternative 
representation of the behavior can be visualized as a UCM graph in the window of the client program (Figs. 3, 4).
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With the algebraic presentation of the tax code, we can analyze it for some properties via the use of the formal 
methods developed in the scope of behavior algebra theory.

Algebraic Analysis of the Tax Code
The analysis of the tax code works to detect any ambiguity or inconsistency within the articles and searches 

for cases that are not described in the law.
We can use the formula of inconsistency to precondition actions in the system of behavioral equations, as 

described in the tax code.
Let a1,a2,… be the list of preconditions that define the alternatives in the behavioral equation (1):

 B = a1.B1 + a2.B2 + …                                                             (1)

The alternatives are consistent in the legal document if:

                                                                            (2)
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If this formula (2) is true, then we have no ambiguous alternative in the tax code or other laws. 
The alternatives are complete if:

                                                                            (3)

If this formula (3) is true, then we do not have any undefined cases in the legal document.
If the formula is not true, then we can create a counterexample that leads to non-determinism or incomplete-

ness. For this purpose, we should start backward symbolic modeling from the state that is defined by the formula of 
violation and move to the initial state to get the values that allow it. If we find such a path, then the issue is reachable; 
otherwise, it is not reachable.  

The precondition in the action shall be consistent with axioms, and axioms shall be consistent between them-
selves. For this purpose, we should check the satisfiability of the conjunctions of all axioms using the corresponding 
solvers. To reduce complexity, we can check the axioms that have dependent attributes.

These axioms can be inconsistent with the action of the legal document. If we provide exhaustive symbolic 
modelling—that means the coverage of all states and checking the satisfiability of axioms with preconditions of the 
actions—then we can be sure that formalized law and the set of axioms are consistent.

We have checked the tax code of Ukraine for inconsistency and incompleteness and have detected nearly 80 
findings. 

The static checking of axioms detected ambiguities in the articles. For example, Article 183.3 of the tax code 
stated that in the event of voluntary registration of a person as a taxpayer conforming with the requirements of sub-
clause 6 of Article 180.1, the registration application shall be submitted to Article 183.7. However, the same person 
can be registered to Articles 183.1 and 183.2, as there is no statement clarifying that it is not for voluntary registration 
of a person as a taxpayer conforming with the requirements of sub-clause 6 of Article 180.1. This is further illustrated 
by the following propositional statements:

TaxPayerRegistration && Condition_180_1_6 ⬄
Registration_183, 
TaxPayerRegistration && Voluntary && Condition_180_1_6  Registration_187_1
The ambiguity is defined by checking the satisfiability of the conjunction of axioms.
Incompleteness can be defined by static checking of the preconditions of the actions. For example, 

in the event of voluntary registration to Article 183.9 (2–3), the date of the start of VAT payment shall be 
the same day on the next month, 20 days after the submission of the application. However, the tax obligation 
may occur before this date; therefore, it is unclear when to start such a date and how to change the registra-
tion procedure for mandatory VAT payers.

Analysis of Legal Documents
Algebraic matching methods check for consistency in juridical cases, such as court statements, agreements, 

licenses, new laws, taxation acts, and other legal documents. This is the most widespread and demanding problem in 
the legal world.

If we have a concrete case that corresponds to some sequence of agent actions, then we can consider matching 
the scenario with behavior. It is applicable for court statements to check or consider some cases to estimate the pos-
sibility of proceeding.

Another application of analysis considers behaviors that correspond to some legal documents and formalized 
law. In this case, we can check the consistency of these two behaviors and their applicability when we create the new 
law or some commercial agreement.

Methods of algebraic matching in behavior algebra anticipate the modeling of the parallel composition of two 
behaviors, or modeling of behavior, and the execution of the scenario. During the modeling, we detected an inconsis-
tency in the environments of two legal entities, as the matched legal document did not correspond to the formalized 
law. Considering the two controversial interpretations of the cases, we can detect exactly which of the cases corre-
sponds to the truth. However, sometimes, two controversial cases correspond to the truth, and this usually means there 
is ambiguity in the law.

Let us consider a case that illustrates the possible article inconsistency detection in the law by defining the 
non-determinism of axioms.

An enterprise bought the cars, and this amount was not included as tax credit; rather, it was included in the 
gross expenses that corresponded to the paragraph 7.4.2 of the law on VAT states: “Not included in the tax credit and 
refers to the gross costs of the amount of tax paid by the taxpayer when purchasing a car.” Additionally, the Tax Admin-
istration refers to paragraph 5.2 of the law on income tax as follows: “Expenses are not included in gross expenses for 
payment of value added tax included in the price of goods (works, services) purchased by the taxpayer for production 
or non-production use.”

By modeling the financial activity of the enterprise, we can monitor the time that the transaction occurred 
when the car was purchased. The state of the environment, E, is shown as follows:  

TransactionSubject == PURCHAISING &&
PurchaisingSubject == CAR &&
TaxCredit == 0 &&
TransactionRefer == GROSS_EXPENSES
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Accountant of the enterprise  refers to the transaction as gross expenses that correspond to Article 7.4.2 of the 
law of VAT, which is presented by the following axiom:

А_7_4_2 ⬄ TransactionSubject == CAR => TaxCredit == 0 && TransactionReffer == GROSS_EX-
PENSES

The Tax Administration appointed a penalty corresponding to Article 5.2, which is presented by the 
following axiom: 

А_5_2 ⬄ TransactionSubject == PURCHAISING => TransactionReffer != GROSS_EXPENSES
The state of the environment, which is defined in this case, is consistent with Article 7.4.2 and vio-

lates Article 5.2 simultaneously. Such an inconsistency occurs due to the ambiguity in the law, and this can 
be detected automatically by checking the satisfiability of the conjunction of axioms.

Court decisions usually contain two different points of view for the actions of the tax payer. The analy-
sis of the documents anticipates the automatic recognition of these scenarios. A scenario is a sequence of events 
that correspond to the dates. Every event has a set of attributes of the interacting agent that are changed during 
the time fixed in this sequence.

The following scenario represents transactions in the supply chain of a logistics contract. We have 
transactions between the three stakeholders of the contract. Let x refer to the consumers of the service, and 
let y and z refer to the suppliers.

x.Transaction(1).Value = 1000 && x.Transaction(1).TAX_RATE == 0 -> (x sends payment to y for 
the logistic service and defines the tax obligations as 0) 

y.Transaction(1).Value = 1000 (y receives the payment)
y.Transaction(2).Value = 700 (y sends the payment to sub supplier z)
The zero-tax obligation for the transaction follows from the corresponding article:
Article_195: x.Transaction.TAX_RATE == 0 
x.Transaction.Subject == LOGISTIC_INTERNATIONAL
This means that the transaction was implemented within the scope of the international logistics contract.
The court’s decision was that the tax rate for the transaction should not be equal to 0 due to Article 

196, which states:
x.Transaction.TAX_RATE == VAT_Tax_RATE *
x.Transaction.Value ⬄ x.Transaction.Subject ==
LOGISTIC_INTERNATIONAL && y.Transaction.License ==
EXPEDITOR
This means that the supplier (y) receiving the payment shall have the license of international logis-

tics; however, it provides an expedition service involving sub-suppliers that have the license.
After cassation appeal, the court of higher instance set that this transaction shall be considered as 

corresponded to the law on the expedition activity and this transaction consists of the sum of the costs of 
transport company z with license and costs of expedition agent y. The environment should be as follows:

x.Transaction.Value == y.Transaction.Value +
z.Transaction.Value &&
x.Transaction.Subject == LOGISTIC_INTERNATIONAL &&
z.Transaction.License != EXPEDITOR &&
y.Transaction.License == EXPEDITOR
Therefore, the final verdict that the high instance court confirmed was: 
x.TAX_RATE == VAT_Tax_RATE * (y.Transaction.Value - z.Transaction.Value)
This formula follows the usage of axioms, the law on VAT, and the law on transporting and expedit-

ing activity, but the statements of the court and the taxpayer (x) are false. This example demonstrates the 
possibility of the agent’s actions to conform to the law or a combination of the law. The information on the 
actions’ parameters shall come from the accountant systems, or if it is the court’s verdict, it shall be recog-
nized from the text of the verdict.

Text Mining in Legal Documents
In the task of analyzing legal documents, there is a problem regarding the automatic presentation of 

documents in an algebraic manner. This problem, otherwise known as text mining, is prevalent in the legal 
domain, and there are many related works dedicated to this problem.

When we performed the translation of the natural text into the algebraic presentation, we tried to consider known 
modern techniques. The problem is that there is a lack of translators working with the Ukrainian language in Ukraine.

The task was to extract the behavior of agents, such as the taxpayer, and define the values of their attributes. 
Recognizing agents is difficult due to the different usages of agents’ names in legal documents (name of a com-

pany, abbreviation, short or long name of a company). Although, deep linguistic analysis combined with machine learning 
can provide the exact identification and corresponding formalization of agents and other entities from a legal text.

We had some connection of legal text with the law via the numbers and titles of articles. Formalized 
articles in law have a set of attributes that can correspond to possible words from the text in the documents. 
Using such correspondence, we can extract the equations as shown below:

ATTRIBUTE NAME = VALUE OF THE ATTRIBUTE
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Another problem regarding the creation of scenarios is defining the sequence of events. This can correspond to 
concrete dates or appear in the text in some order. Usually, in the scope of the tax code, it is the sequence of transactions 
and corresponding taxes with reference to the number of articles.

The problem of legal text mining is widely discussed in the literature and has specific algorithms for different 
languages, but it is still a challenge, especially for Ukrainian and other Slavic languages.

One solution is to create a legal text that corresponds to specified linguistic rules that are suitable for recogniz-
ing. Some experiments with legal texts were implemented, and a set of such rules have been defined. 

Next Experiments and Conclusions
There are many other laws in use in Ukraine that have yet to be formalized in an algebraic manner. For re-

solving this, we plan to use the existing tools to translate legal documents to the system of relation between notions. 
However, the formalization of the text as a set of axioms still demands manual work.

The practice of demonstrating that 80% of discrepancies are detected during the process of formalization 
means that such a process might be standardized, even during the development of new laws. 

The formalization of legal documents, like court verdicts, shall be implemented fully automatically, and the 
existing database with such documents shall provide the possibility to use big data technologies and machine learning.

The next attempts to use the algebraic approach will focus on the formalization of business agreements 
and automatic checking for conformance to the tax code and other laws. The technology of smart contracts can 
also be integrated with the algebraic approach for checking the correctness of transactions and agents’ actions 
between stakeholders.

The algebraic approach presents a solution to analyzing legal documents and maintaining their conformance 
to the law in order to avoid ambiguities and incompleteness. For this purpose, the following technologies shall be 
established:

Formalization of law articles via the algebraic model. This procedure can be implemented semi-automatically, 
where all subjects can be presented as the elements of ontology. The creation of the axioms and agents’ behavior shall 
be realized manually.

Legal documents, such as licenses, court decisions, and agreements can be formalized automatically for fur-
ther analysis and conformance to the law. Smart contracts can be translated automatically into the algebraic form. Our 
team has already performed experiments regarding the translation of the solidity language to algebraic specifications.

The methods of algebraic analysis pertaining to legal documents will be implemented and will include alge-
braic matching, symbolic modeling, and other methods of automatic statement proving. We plan to provide access for 
the integration with laws, as well as other legal documents of other countries, via corresponding translation programs.

It is anticipated that by providing web access for the use of algebraic servers that contain the methods of analy-
sis, available translations of legal documents to algebraic specifications, and access to the database of formalized laws 
with the possibility of extending it.
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